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The Political Economy of the Australian Agricultural 
Econontics Society: Implications for Future Directions 

Let us not be deceived. It is in ourselves that the 
lveaklless is. It is in ourselves that tlze real fight must 
take place benveen the Old and the New. 

William L'Ulc 

There has recently been much SC'Ul searching among US agricultural economists 

concerning future directions of the American Agricultural Economics Associatior 

(AAEA). In Australia, however, little direct attention has been paid to the Australian 

Agricultural Economics Society (AAES). Utilising a political economy-industrial 

organisation framework, this paper seeks to investigate issues perta.!ning to the 

structure, conduct and performance of the AAES. To that end, a survey of members 

was recently undertaken. This infonnation, along with the views of past presidents of 

the AAES, minutes of previous annual general meetings and student feedback on the 

future direction of the profession, is used as the main database for the a..r1alysis. The 

results suggest that, while demand for the product mix of the AAES is generally strong, 

supply constraints are impinging on the performance of the Society. Alternative 

approaches to overcoming these constraints are explored. 

Introduction 

The external environment impinging on the agricultural economics profession has been 

widely studied previously by a number of the members of the AAEA (see for example, 

Bromley 1992, Houck 1992, Schuh 1986, Paarlberg 1992, Beattie 1991, 1992, Just 

and Rausser 1992 ). This literature has highlighted the nature of forces underlying the 

eventual decline of agriculture and agricultural economics a'isociations and suggested 

various strategies to foster the profession's legitimacy, relevance, vitality and growth .. 

Following Coase ( 1937), who argued that the very existence of the frrm was the result 

of the authority or command features of its internal organisation, we propose that 

factors internal to the profession also warrant critical assessment to ensure future 

survival. 

Accordingly, the underlying motivation of this paper is to examine the internal 

landscape of the AAES and to provide insights on its organisational structure. The main 

database for the analysis includes the AAES Constitution, minutes from all the Annual 
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General Meetings (AGM) since inception. and surveys of both members and Past 

Presidents of the Society. Fourth year students in Agricultural Economics at the 

University of Sydney in 1994 were also asked to reveal their views on the future of the 

profession~ yielding a fifth source of information. 

Despite the size of the database. it is necessary to underscore the limited scope of the 

paper. The analysis is not meant to account for the AAES's contributions to the 

Australian agricultural economy, nor does it seek to present a comprehensive survey of 

the Society· s services to its members and it'i relationships to the agricultural economics 

profession as a whole. More importantly. the paper is not intended to question the good 

intentions, integrity and professionalism of those very dedicated members of the 

Society who. since 1957, have so generously given their time to this area of service. 

They all have made a great contribution to the Society and, we are certain, that they will 

continue to receive the full acknowledgment and appreciation of the entire membership 

and the community of economist'i here and abroad. Our sole aim in this investigation is 

to critically look at certain features of the internal organisation of the Society which are, 

nevertheless, of utmost importance to the resilience of the professionl. 

Consistent with standard practices in applied economics, we have identified a research 

problem (the political-economy of the AAES) and seek to examine the dynamics ofthis 

organisation by appealing to economic theory to formulate hypotheses to explain this 

problem and, eventually, to develop policy alternatives aimed at enhancing the 

Society'<; performance2. We hope that the members of the AAES (including previous 

and current office bearers) and the Australian and New Zealand agricultural economics 

profession will welcome this effort and help us to further develop this research3. 

The member survey was conducted in October/November 1994 and involved sending a 

two-part mail questionnaire to 535 members of the AAES. A reminder letter was also 

sent to members. In total we received 141 replies back, giving a response rate of over 

I Not respondin£ to our AAES Member Survey. a member has found the survey questions "too 
philosophical" and suggested that we are "questioning its [the. Society's] bac;Jc foundations" and that we 
may have "a hidden agenda". While rejecting the suggestion of us having a ''hidden agenda" 
categorically, we are not ashamed or afraid of challenging status quo modes of thinking and strongly 
believe that, as academic researchers and ordinary members of the. AAES, one of our central 
professional duties is to openly question the philosophical foundations of all economic, political and 
social entities including our own Society. 

2 Not responding to our Past President Survey, and returning it blank. a Past President has questioned 
"under what auspices" we are conducting this rescarciL .As practicing agricultural economists, the 
sponsor for aU our research endeavours is economic theory and this one is no exception to that rule. 

3 Another Past President has suggested that this exercise .is "hardly productive agricultural economic 
research". We decline to make any comments and Jet the members of the professionjudge:for 
themselves. 
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26 per cent, which was considered good given the length and complexity of the ,survey. 

At the same time, 20 Past Presidents were sent a separate .(and shorter) survey to 

canvas their views on the Society and some of the issues that have arisen in the past. 

\Ve received 13 responses to this survey (and the subsequent follow-up letter), yielding 

a response rate of 65 per cent. The student survey involved 53 final year BAgrEc 

students from the University of Sydney who responded to a question regarding the 

future prospects of the profession. The results from these surveys arc presented 

throughout the analysis as a source of evidence for some of the critical issues we 

examine in this paper. The results of the second part of our member survey pertaining 

to the comparative analysis between the A.t\ES and the AAEA are not reported here. 

A political economy-industrial organisation framework is employed to achieve the main 

objecuve of the paper. Issues concerning the organisational structure. conduct and 

performance of the Society are detailed below. The implications of the analysis for 

future directions are then explored, prior to concluding comments. 

Industrial Organisation of the AAES 

According to the Co asian view, the internal organisation of the firm is important and 

must be studied separately from, although in conjunction with, other micro~ 

macroeconomic coordination mechanisms. A corollary ofthls proposition is that the 

nature of the institutions and coordination mechanisms that make up the economic 

environment affects the fmn' s choice of organisational structure. Organisational 

structure consists of the rules and regulations that determine which positions exist in the 

finn. what constitutes their formal function , who carries them out and when. the 

channels of communication within the ftrm and how participants' behaviour is to be 

controlled through incentives, authority and nonnative means. 

As applied to professional societies. the theory of industrial organisation may become 

both fuzzy and controversial. However, the concepts of market structure, conduct and 

performance embody the causal hypotheses of economic theory. Theory tells us that the 

structure (the organisational environment) influences conduct (the behaviour of agents 

within that environment) and thereby affects the level of perfonnance4• Working 

backwards, if we are concerned with some dimension ofperfonnance, our trinity of 

concepts offers us an inventory of the aspects of behaviour and the elements of 

structure which might determine how well a professional organisation such as the 

AAES performs in that dimension. 

4The theoretical framework used in this paper follows those of Caves (1972), Scherer (1980} andTirole 
(1989). 
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If we can uncover reliable links between the elements of structure and elements ·Of 

perfommnce, we have a powerful tool for economic analysis and policy formulation 

that can give some guide to predicting the performance of the AAES. More importantly t 

if we can carefully examine some features of structure or condu~t, we may find the key 

to designing policies to change the environment and raise the level of perfonnance. This 

paper is designed to make ~l contribution in this area. 

Structure of the AAES 

\Ve de.fine structure a-; the relatively stable features of the internal environment which 

influence the relationships among the forces operating within the AAES. Economic 

theory suggests that such features of the internal environment include the number and 

relative size of the service providers and service users, whether established players 

possess advrultages which newcomers do not, whether the services of suppliers are 

perfect or imperfect substitutes for one another and the nature of demand for 

membership and how it is changing. Each of these features is considered below. 

• Concemration 

A central objective of the AAES is "to facilitate contact and discussion among those 

studying the problems or extending the knowledge of agricultural economics" (AAES 

Constitution). The Society currently has approximately 500 ordinary members, the 

majority of whom are academics and public servants, and have at least one degree in 

agricultural economics, and a small segment comprises student members. The 

governing body of the Society is the Council which is composed ofthe President, 

President Elect, Immediate Past President~ Secretary, Treasurer, Editors ofthe AJAE 

and RMAE, Business Manager and State Councillors (of which there are 9). 

To examine the level of concentration, we need a measurement tool which takes into 

account both the number and size distribution of suppliers of services, yet presents the 

result .in a fom1 simple enough to be easily interpreted. The most widely used device is 

the concentration ratio. Applying the concept to the AAES, we need to look more 

carefully at the Council of the Society and the procedures and processes of 

appointing/electing its members. Is there concentration of power within the .Society? If 

so, how persistent is it? 

A casual look at the minutes of the AGM of the AAES over the period 1957-1993 

indicates that during the first 37 years of its life,. the Society has received precisely 37 

nominations for President Elect and, on each ()ccasiortPresident Electhas become 

President. It is also noteworthy thatthe nominations for President were usually ·made 

by the retiring President.and the nominationsfor.President.Electby:PresidentpnutoUler 
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member of the Council. More importantly, despite the fact that1 following mucbdeb~ie 

(see Ahmadi 1992a~ Edwards 1992), this procedure wa<; constitutionally disbanded by 
majority vote at the 37th AG~1 in Sydney, the practice continues to persistS~ The only 

difference is that a nominating committee has come up with a single candidate :for bOth 

1994 and 1995. This is hardly conducive to fostering a competitive solution. 

The election of Council members follows the same procedure, the only difference .being 

that some members manage to retain their positions for many years. There are instances 

of office holders maintaining the same position for over a decade. The State Councillors 

arc similar and some have remained on the Council for a number of years, being 

reappointed either in the same position or in a different one. 

Consistent with this practice. the positions on ad hoc committees have been filled from 

the same pool. For instance, the Nominating Committee in 1993 comprised the 

President Elect, one of the Editors of the AJAE and two Councillors (NSW and 

Queensland). In 1994, the Comnuttce comprised the Immediate Pa~t President, a Past 

President, the Immediate Past Secretary and a member. Similarly, the sub~ommittec to 

"begin work on expanding and developing the membership of the Society" (see NEWS 

l994a) is composed of the immediate Past President, President, President Elect and the 

same member, who wac; also the nominator of the President Elect. Similarly, a. quick 

look at the programs of the previous Annual Conferences provides evidence that a 

considerable proportion of the invited papers are solicited from Council members, 

including Past Presidents. 

This issue received considerable attention from the members ofthe society responding 

to our survey. ~1ore specifically, some of the main weaknesses of the Society were 

suggested to be that it was an .. Old Boys Club" ( 10 responses), "reluctance to .change, 

staid" (10 responses), "too concentrated'' (7 responses), "not open" (6 responses), '"no 

young blood" (4 responses). Other members identified "clique" (5 responses) and '•no 

young members" (4 responses) as main threats to the .Society. 

Thus, it appears that not only is there concentration ofpower in the Council, but also 

this concentration is persistent. This concentration must be fundamentally broken to 

ensure the continued welfare of the Society. We shalllookatthe underpinningfon:es 

giving rise to this concentration in more detail below. 

5 The relev.ant motion reads as follows; .. President El¢<:t·sl1all pe el~t~ ~ch,year·.by a postal. ballot" 
and ''that it operate from 1994" (AAES Rolicy<File 1993). 



• Barriers to Entry 

Concentration is an important element ofthe AAES' org~mi$ationfil :stittdiitQ.tit 
pro~ides a major feature of the professional envitotunent~fthe .A.AES ... lt effecti.v¢~y 
dictates the kinds of actions the AAES might take in th".future·~ :Banien;.to elltry 

comprise another major element of the environment ofthe AAES wliich shollld:be 

carefully examined. 

For a new member~ even though he or she may have a wealth ofprofessiqpal.M.d 

organisational skills and experience, receiving support from the l"cS,~tiVe A:AES 
branch is the key to sit on the AAES Council. The main barrier is that the 

election/appointment procedures and processes at fue branch level are fundamentally the 
same as those at the federal level and almost impossible to bypass unless one>coulcl 

meet the high sunk cost ofbuilding loyalty and support. It appears that fora:tl1eml:>er to 

be qonsidered "active'\ maintaining contact with a branch is essential. 

Despite this observation, a number of Past Presidents have raised concern about the fact 

that not many members are willing to stand for the various offices ofthe branches of 

the Society. We suggest that historical concentration and.asymmetry ofinforiilation 

may, in part, be responsible for the apathy exhibited by these .rnembers.1L~ppears~ 

then, that concentration and asymmetry .of infonnation ,constitute two .importantbarriets 

to entry into the Council or the State Committees. 

• Product Differentiation 

Although not explicitly specified ali an objective, the AAES hasbeenableto 

differentiate its key products and services from other professional organisations or 

providers of research in Australia such<that it now maintains the position of.the:main 

supplier of academic agricultural economics research in Australia. 

A second objective of the AAES is to upublish the results ofresearch and such pther 

material as may be relevant to the objects of the Society" (AAES Constitution). The 
Society has sought to achieve this objective via the publication oftbe Atistrali~Jourpal 

of Agricultural Economics (AJAE) and more recently the Review ofMarketi)lg.,and 

Agricultural Economics (RMAE). In 1989, the Society commenced ptiblicatio!l pfa, 

newsletter entitled AAES NEWS as a rneans of communication betweetl the Council 

and membership. Both the AJAE and RMAE are recognised amongst tne.·higbly 
regarded international scholarly journals and have further enhance(Jthe ~tanding c::Jfth¢ 
AAES in the pn.lfessional community. A third objective of the AA.ESisto "stimul~t¢: 
analysis and discussion ofpolicies and programs affecting.the,economicWelfaretlf 
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fanners and faan industries" (AAES Constitution). This objective can also hemet by 
the publication of the AJAE and RMAE. 

In addition, the Annual Conferences are the other key service of the Society 'to the 

profession and the agricultural economy. These Conferences are also used to achieve a 

fourth objective of the Society which is to uprovide a link between agricultural 

economists in Australia and agricultural economists in other countries'' (AAES 

Constitution). Overseas scholars usually present papers at the Conference and also 

publish the.ir research works in the two outlets of .the Society. Further, the Society 

organises workshops to address research and policy problems, some of the 

proceedings of which are published in the special issues of the RMAE, A final product 

of the AAES is the Director)', which has. so far, only been published twice (in 1980 

and 1989). 

• Nature of Denumdfor Membership 

The demand facing the Society, as a professional organisation, is a segmented one. 

Student members are clearly most responsive to membership fees followed by those in 

the private sector, public sector and academics. Corporate members are clearly the least 

responsive to membe .. ·ship fee. changes but are not considered in this paper. The survey 

of members identified a number of factors influencing their decision to renew their 

membership including; receipt of the Journals (70 responses), contact with others in the 

profession (49 responses), the prestige of being in a professional Society (30 

responses), the range of activities the Society offers (30 responses), the cost of 

membership (24 responses), the access to research (I 8 responses}, keeping up to date 

with professional developments (7 responses) and remembering or habit (8 

responses )6. 

There is evidence that the membership, in particular student membership, is declining. 

For instance, in 1985 student membership stood at 84 while in 1994 it stood at 22 (a 72 

per cent decline). Although the overall demand for membership remains strong relative 

to that for other small international societies (such as the Canadian Agricultural 

Economics and Farm Management Society (CAEFMS) with only 400 members despite 

the larger size of the Canadian agricultural economics profession), ordinary 

membership which was 591 in 1985 reduced to 498 in 1994 (a 16 percentdecHne)~ 

Of these members, .a significant fraction (10 .per cent) have. either terminated, or are 

contemplating terminating, their membership for a variety of reasons. They irtd4de 

6 As some respondents have indicated multiple reasons for renewing membership, the number of 
resposes may add to over 141. 
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"unsatisfactory content", "my interests lies with more extension'', ''~gricultur:al 

economics doesn't inspire'\ "1 don't believe that Society funds should be used to fund 

travel by people to IAEA meetings", "I found the articles in the AAES Journal 

becoming increasingly irrelevant, a perfect .example ofthe sophisticated purSuit of the 

trivial", uvery narrow, 'public service' .like discussions rather than business oriented'', 

npublished works becoming less relevant; cost ofmembcrship", "low value, cost was 

okay, nothing received to help build my business or career11
• 

There are also many other concerns raised in the two surveys. A significant number of 

the members and some Past Presidents have noted a gap between the academic and 

non-academic segments of the AAES. Nearly 33 per cent of respondents ( 42 of them) 

identified the .. over academic'' or "too academic" nature of the Society as a main 

weakness or threat to the Society. This rift is also evidenced by concerns raised by 

many members about the two publications of the AAES and whether they address 

contemporary issues or whether they are sufficiently Pi!adable. 

More specifically, members have indicated that the AJAE is "too theoretical" (15 

responses), "lacks relevance . ., (9 responses); they want "mort:' resources [Resource 

Economicsr (5 responses), improved "readability" (4 responses), ••agribusiness 

issues" (4 responses), "more Australian issues" (3 responses), "less mathematical 

modelling" (3 responses), .. improved frequency and timeliness" (2 responses). More 

specific comments on the AJAE are presented in Appendix 1. 

With respect to theRMAE, they desire "more policy" (19 responses), umore 

marketing" (6 responses), "more resources" (5 responses), umore viewpointsu (4 

responses), .. more international" (4 responses), umore non-neo-classical" (3 responses) 

and '*more business" (3 responses). Further comments regarding the RMAE are 

displayed in Appendix 2. 

On the whole, however, the majority of respondent" give both outlets strong support. 

In responding to the question of how well the AJAE achieves its objectives, 14percent 

indicated that it does it poorly, 23 per cent satisfactorily, 31 per cent well, 30 per cent 

very well and 2 per cent excellent. The corresponding numbers for the RMAE are 13 

per cent poorly, 15 per cent satisfactorily, 34 per cent well, 30 per cent very well and 8 

per cent excellent. 

Synthesis: A Political Economy Perspective 

Dealing frrst with the issue of concentration, it would appear that .the organisational 

structure of the AAES flies in the face of lo11g established economic principles. 

Economists are unanimous in their opposition to protectionism in almost all its forms. 
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Agricultural economists in Australia and New Zealand have a long history in the tight 

for liberalisation of market forces. with a significant number of the members of the 

AAES (including some Past Presidents and other Council members) making major 

' \mtributions to the literature in this area. This literature has attributed disregard for 

policy conclusions from economic theory by both the public and private sectors to a 

lack of economic education. However, a closer look at tlte AAES seems to suggest that 

organisational practices in this organisation are also inconsistent with the tenet~ of 

competition. 

More specifically, we postulate that the procedures of appointing/electing office holders 

of the Society are compatible with a quota-type organisational model. 

Appointing/electing an office holder, say a President Elect, in the absence of 

alternatives, is effectively similar to the allocation of a quota. In other words, since this 

quota is solely based on scarcity and not inrrinsic value (which necessarily arises from 

competition for the position), it can constitute economic rent These rents generally 

refer to honour and prestige derived from the Presidency or the other office positions of 

a professional organisation, and have existed in the Society throughout its life given the 

procedures outlined previously. 

The important question is who has captured the rents? Given that these quotas are 

allocated according to historical precedent, seniority or State branch representation, it 
appears at first glance that those who are fortunate enough to be granted a position have 

captured the available rents. However, it should be stressed that those members of the 

Council (for example, Past Presidents) with national or international standing have 

produced benefits for the Society at least as much a~ (and perhaps even more than) they 

have gained. Clearly, the Society itself has been very fortunate to have been governed 

by these outstanding professionals. It is easy to speculate that, had quotas been 

allocated via, say, election by postal ballot, the outcome would have been most likely 

the same, given the high standing of these professionals. That is, they would have been 

elected by the membership at large anyway. 

The central issue, however, is that even in the. case of a much larger or more established 

agricultural economics association, such as the AAEA, the pool of outstanding 

candidates to fill all available offices is rather small and may get smaller over time. 

Further, since not all outstanding members may have a claim to the position·of 

President, or as localism gets in the way and Councillors are appointed by State 

branches from a limited local pool of willing members, then political expediency may 

potentially become the rule of the game. Ifthis happens, rents will be captured py 

office holders and the Society may lose in the long run. This may explain why the 

AAEA and the CAEFMS abolished this system of office allocation many decades ago. 
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The opportunity costs of the quota-type procedure used by the AAES warrants careful 

exammation. There are strong indications that State branches find it~ hard to fill 

positions on State Committees. This probably stems from .. lethargy of members", as 

identified by ten respondents to our survey. Another rca'ion, as indicated previously, is 

asymmetry of information about these positions. Regardless of the cause, the eventual 

outcome of this •·shortage" is that the Society may not be able to attract the best and 

most qualified professionals to serve on its State Committees and on the Federal 

Council, as the pool of local candidates is being slowly depleted and practically little or 

no competition occurs. 

There may also be opportunity costs incurred by State Committee members or the 

Council members. That is. those State Committee or Council members who are forced 

to maintain office for a long time, for example, because of the absence of other 

candidates or in an attempt to help the branch from eventual collapse, may indeed lose 

and the longer their service, the higher their losses. Whether the Society will gain from 

the service of these individuals is uncertain, and depends on the resilience and 

commitment exhibited by these individuals over time. 

The most significant costs are probably the increasing apathy and disinterest of the 

membership at large, who, given the above scenario, may experience a stagnant 

organisation with no clear sense of direction. A large proportion of respondents 

identified ••Jack of relevance•· (16 members) "no direction" (11 members) and 

"smugness" (4 members) as some of the weaknesses and threats to the AAES. The 

type of organisational structure portrayed here appears not to be exciting or glamorous. 

The most it could do is to help normal office holders who behave in normal ways to 

complete routine tasks successfully during their term of office. The concentration of 

power is so central to this type of organisation that highly motivated or inspired 

behaviour is almost irrelevant or impossible. Managerial practices must be as close a~ 

possible to fail-safe and risk-free. This means that they cannot be dependant on the 

unusual or hard to obtain - which requires leadership; a fundamentally different 

concept. 

Similarly, the relatively young members of the Society will Jose the challenging 

opportunities that could potentially develop their leadership skills in such an 

environment. The Society should endeavour to make young members (including 

students) visible in all its activities (for example, by inviting them to present 

Conference papers). The membership at large, rather than State Committees or the 

Council, should be able to judge for themselves who has potential. This implies that the 

Society and its branches should be made more contestable. Just as we need more 
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ordinary members to provide leadership in the Society, we also need more executive 

members to develop the culture that will create that leadership. 

Although membership is overwhelmingly supportive of the current branch structure (80 

per cent for maintaining the current stnxcture, 3 per cent against and 17 per cent not 

sure), and is divided roughly 50-50 on the issue of electing the Councillors nationally, 

we suggest that the branch structure be dismantled and tlmt the number of State 

Councillors be reduced from the current 9 to 3 or 4. voted in by all the members. This 

would overcome the previous problems, including the "lethargy" of the branch 

structure and ensures that there is a much larger national pool of committed individuals 

to choose from for the Federal positions. 

A second major barrier to entry identified previously is asymmetry of information. In 

the absence of State branches, assuming that they are all abolished, we argue that the 

NEWS be used as a vehicle to partially rectiry this market failure. In other words, 

various organisatJonaJ and managerial matters of the AAES, including positions 

available on the Council, can be fonnally announced in the quarterly issues of the 

newsletter of the Society. Similarly, the viewpoint section of the NEWS could be more 

actively used by members to air various controversial professional issues. 

Another issue relates to the differentiation between the AJAE and RMAE. It is 

imperative that the objectives for each of the Journals be clearly explained to members -

a large proportion of respondents to the survey were unaware of them. It is also 

apparent that the RMAE is the key vehicle of communication to the non-academic 

members of the Society. To this end, it is crucial that the editorial policy of the RMAE 

re.flect thls, increasing the focus on contemporary policy issues. Changing the RMAE 

to a Choices type magazine, as suggested by a respondent, may also warrant 

consideration. The AJAE should remain the key academic outlet for the Society, and 

while its articles should become more relevant and readable, the high level of rigourin 

this Journal should never diminish. It is also important to continue to ensure the timely 

delivery of both publications. 

These suggestions are consistent with the desires of the overwhelming majority of 

respondents. Of those who answered a question pertaining to this issue, eighty per cent 

of respondents (70 responses) thought it desirable to have the AJAE and RMAE as the 

publications of the Society. Twenty per cent (I 7 responses) did not share this view. 

The two diverging views also made some specific comments (see Appendix 3). 

With respect to product differentiation, three additional issues deserve consideration; 

the first is that qf agribusiness which could have been accommodated by the AAES; 
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however. the opportunity wali lost in 1989 when a new professional organisation 

entitled the Agribusiness Association of Australia and New Zealand (AAANZ) and 

subsequently a new joumal entitled "Australasian Agribusiness Review" (AAR) came 

into being. The AAANZ has a membership close to 500, a majority of whom are non

academic agribusiness people. The AAR contains research re..c;ultswhich could have 

be.en readily published in the RMAE. Thus. it appears that the AAR is now used by 

agribue>iness people and firms asH substitute for the AlAE and RMAE. Whether the 

AAANZ could potentially become a substitute for the AAES is yet unclear and depends 

on the future strategirs of the two organisations with respect to the growing 

agribusincs~ ~ector. 

A second issue 1' that of a name change for the AAES. This issue was raised by Trewin 

( 1992) and a motton to change the name of the Conference to the Australian 

Agricultural fmd Resource Economics Conference was defeated in the 1993 AGM in 

Sydney. Our sun~ey indicates that the majority of respondents are still not convinced 

that a name change is necessru)' (80 members want to keep the same name and 44 wish 

to change it to the Australian Agricultural and Resource Economics Society).This issue, 

however, deserves further attention as it assists the Society in further differentiating 

itself and, at the same time, broadening its scope. Failure to adequately address this 

issue may potenually see a loss of members interested in resource economics to a new 

society in a similar way to those members interested in agribusiness. 

A third issue is that of the Australian Instinlte of Agricultural Science (AlAS) and how 

to deal with competency standards developed by the AlAS (~ Sturgess 1993, NE\VS 

1994b ). A Past President has suggested that the Society needs uto keep a watch over 

the AlAS to ensure they don't encroach on our turr·. As noted by Sturgess (1993), the 

AAES has in the past worked with the AlAS to achieve its fifth objective; namely, "to 

co-operate with scientific and other organisations and institutions engaged in similar or 

related activities in Australia" (AAES Constitudon). However, it appears that the issue 

of competency standards has remained unresolved and may potentially damage the 

cooperation between the two professional organisations. Nine members of the Society 

have identified the AlAS issue as a main threat to the Society and another three 

suggested competency standards as a main threat. 

The final structural feature of the AAES, the nature of demand for membership, will be 

further discussed below. 
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Conduct of the AA~:· S 

Having mapped the key elements of the structural environment of the AAES. we can 

now look at the way in which these elements induce the Society to behave. We define 

conduct a~ the behaviour in setting membership fees, demand-inducing policies and 

promotion, setting and controlling the quality of AAES products and services, and 

policies aimed at coercive behaviour. These features of AAES conduct are presented 

below. 

• kf embership Fees 

Given the segmented nature of the demand for membership, the Society uses a 

discriminatory approach to pricing membership. Student members, for example, pay 

one half of that paid by ordinary members. Although the Soc.iety is a non-profit 

organisation, this is an efficient pricing policy, as it is aimed at enhancing the overall 

demand for membership. 

Table 1 displays membership fees for the AAES and those for the AAEA and CAEFMS 

over the period 1985 - 1994. 
TABLE 1 

Membership Fees for Agricultural Economics Associations. 1985-1994. 

Year AAES AAEA CAEFMS 

(A$) (US$) (Can$) 

1994 75 75 45 

1993 65 75 45 

1992 55 60 45 

1991 55 60 45 

1990 38 45 35 

1989 36 45 30 

1988 36 45 30 

1987 36 45 30 

1986 36 45 30 

1985 36 45 25 
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According to this table, the fees for the three professional organisations arc generally 

comparable from 1985 to 1990. In 1991, the AAES fee increased by 50 per cent. while 

those for the AAEA and CAEF?\1S went up by 33 per cent. This difference is probably 

due to the fact tl1at in 1991 the Society took up the publication of the RMAE which 

used to be published and supported by the NS\V Department of Agriculrurc and 

Fisheries. However. it is difficult to justify the 45 per cent fee increase over the period 

1992 to 1994, as oppnsed to 25 per cent for the AAEA and 0 per cent for the 

CAEF~1S. 

The data reported in Table 1 tmpl.y tlmt the unit cost of operation for the AAES has 

consistently been higher than that for the CAEFMS. The CAEFMS imposes page 

charges for the articles published in its Journal , thus reducing the membership fees. 

\Ve suggest that the Socwty consider this option as an efficient mechanism to keep 

membership fees low and to end the current cross-subsidisation betwee-n members. The 

AJ AE and RMAE could well become self-supporting if page charges wcrr to be 

introduced. It may also be wise for the Society to examine its overall cost structure and 

to design alternative approaches to minimising its expenditure. A significant number of 

members surveyed (24) identified the membership fee as a main factor influencing their 

decision to renew their membership. Thus. the upward trends in the AAES fees appear 

to be inconsistent with their demand response and, if not arrested, may result in the 

loss of these members. 

• Demand-inducing Policies and Promotion 

Generally speaking, membership fee structure (price discrimination) is the central 

mechanism used by the Society to maintain or enhance demand for membership. 

However, despite this structure, both student and ordinary memberships are declining. 

Twenty respondents identified declining membership as a main threat to the Society. 

Following some initial discussion at the AGM in 1994, the Society appears to be taking 

this maHei ; nore seriously in that a sub-committee has been formed to "begin to work 

on a range of is~·Jes related to expanding and developing the membership of the 

Society" (NE\VS 1994a). This issue is of utmost importance, particularly in view of 

the fact that a newly established professional organisation such as the AAANZ has 

succeeded in attracting over 500 members. Whether the AAANZ has gained members 

at the expense of the AAES is unclear. However, the emergence of this new association 

implies that the Society should actively develop demand-inducing schemes to maintain 

or enhance membership. 

A key message from the member survey and in particular the student survey is that the 

Society and the profession should foster relevance. Eighteen respondentc; have 
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identtncd irrelcv4mce as a main threat to the AAES. Another sixteen have identified lack 

of relevance us a main weakness of the AAES. Given that there arc three broad groups 

of members .. acadcuuc. public and privat.c - the Society has to ensure t.hut the products 

nnd service.<i it offers have relevance to each of the groups as wc.ll ::L'\ to other potential 

members. At present. it nppears that t.bcrc is a clear bias toward the academic and public 

members of the Society. Thirty three respondents idcnti ficd the ovcr~acudemic nature of 

tht• Society as one of tts main weaknesses. This crcat.cs ill-feeling within the Society 

and also curtails demand from pri\1atc members. The central vehicles for reaching the 

pnvate member~ seem to be the R.IV1AE and the Annual Conferences. As such. their 

relevance ~md vitality should be enhanced, 

A promising seg.mcm in which demand for membership could be increased is that of 

student members hlp. \Vc argue that th1s is the rcsponsibllny of the academic members 

of the Soc1ety, althcmgh d1e Council should aJso assist m makmg the student population 

more aware of the Society and iL~ activities and services, and also more uware of the 

undergraduate pn7..es that are available. Both the student survey and casual discussions 

\Vith the undergraduate students at the University of Sydney indicate a very low level of 

awareness of the Society in general and even a lack of awareness that the Society 

publishes the AJAE and RlvfA.E. To partia1Jy rectify this problem. we suggest that the 

Society launch a poster promoting iLs objectives and activities and undergraduate and 

postgraduate {Masters and PhD research) awards and benefits of membership across 

Austraha and New Zealand and perhaps overseas. Another approach is for the 

Department.() of Agricultural Economics (or other relevant degrees) to pay membership 

fees for top undergraduate students in each year of their degree program for only one 

year and to encourage them to continue their membership from their own funds 

subsequently. Certtficates of membership could be presented by the President to the 

students in formal ceremonies organised by the Depanmcnts to enhance the profile of 

the Society. 

Another objective (sixth) of the AAES is "to promote the profession of agricultural 

economics in Australia and to foster, in all sectors of the economy, interest in and 

understanding of the economic problems of agriculture" (AAES Constitution). 

However, other than a number of agreements with other sister societies (for example, 

the AAEA), no other formal mechanisms exist for the Society to promote it'ielf and its 

publications. This lack of public profile was identified by a Past President as an 

important issue faced by the Society (Sturgess 1992). However, it appears that not 

much was done to address it. Respondents to our member survey have provided very 

many insightful ideas to rectify this problem, the entire set of which is presented in 

Appendix 4. \Ve hope that the sub-committee in charge of promotion will carefully 
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consider these suggestions and fonnulatc, potent promotion strategies for the Society to 

pursue. In t11c meantime, we would also like to make a number of suggestions 

penaining to this issue. 

In responding to our survey, a Past President noted that in the early 1970s the ABARE 

Outlook Conferences took the place of the AAES Annual Conferences a-; an important 

meeung place for people concerned with the economic problems of the farm sector. The 

AAES may be able to win back some of these people by having the ABARE allocate 

time for the President of the Society (or his/her nominee) to speak to the large audience 

attending the Outlook Conference every year. ln addition. the Society should have a 

table and display promoting its publications and other services. New literature 

including posters, fliers and brochures promoting the Society and Annual Conference 

should also be dtstributed at this table. 

The same approach could be applied to t11e AAANZ Annual Conferences on a reciprocal 

basis. rvtore importantly, however, the AAES should organise joint workshops and 

even Conferences with the AAANZ. One page advertisements highlighting the 

objectives and activities of the Society should also be published in the AAR. More 

generally. workshops and conferences should be arranged jointly with other 

professional organisations (for example, the Economics Society and Econometrics 

Society) with other providers of research (for example, CSIRO, ABARE, Research 

and Development Corporations, State Department'i of Agriculture, private companies) 

and with academic institutions on specific topics of policy or research interest 

It may also be fitting to utilise public media to enhance the profile of the AAES. While 

not supporting the idea of "issuing press releases" by the Society (suggested by a 

respondent), we do believe that, as professional economists and concerned citizens, 

members of the Society including Council members should not shy away from 

entertaining public debate (for example, "on Nightline" as suggested by another 

respondent) on various issues of importance to the Australian economy.ln fact, this is 

probably the most effective way to meet the promotional goals of the AAES. While 

identifying their affiliation with the AAES, these members do not necessarily express 

the overall views of the Society in their debates or interviews; they will, however, 

promote the public profile of the AAES and most certainly themselves. 
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• Quality Control 

The seventh and final objective of the AAES is .. to encourage the study of agricultural 

economics in Australia, and to promote high standards of accomplishment in research, 

teaching and extension in this field,. (AAES Constitution). Matters of quality control 

and enhancement arc administered by the Council. For instance. the .Editors of the 

AJ AE and RMAE through rc.~fereeing procedures ensure that articles of high quality arc 

published. 

Outstanding research (AJ AE and RMAE articles and PhD and Masters research) and 

undergraduate student performance is recognised through a set of awards. lt appears, 

however. that outstanding .. teaching and extension" in agricultural economics are not 

equally recognised. This is a serious anomaly which needs to be addressed by the 

Society. A motion to introduce a teaching award was defeated in the 37th Annual 

Conference in Sydney (see Ahmadi 1992b for justification for introducing such an 

award). Outstanding teaching and extension awards as well as best book review or best 

referee awards are worth considering seriously. 

\Ve suggest that enhancing the quality of various products and services of the Society 

may be the most effective tool for curtailing the supply of potential rivals or rival 

products (say, another new society such as the AAANZ or new journal such as the 

A/lR). To that end, we should be prepared to reward those members of the Society 

with an ability to transform agricultural economics knowledge into teaching or 

extension ac; well as others with abilities to grasp or transform this knowledge into 

research report~ or publications. 

• Coercive Behaviour 

Any types of conduct patterns that worsen the structural position of some rivals can be 

called coercive. AJthough theoretically possible, coercive behaviour does not appear to 

apply to the AAES, but the Society may itself be subjectto coercive behaviour by rival 

societies. It is important to note that coercion can occur without the coercer actually 

having any vicious intentions. 

The, issue of competency standards may be consistent with this definition and, ac; such, 

should be taken very seriously. The likely outcome.of such standards may be more 

monopoly and possibly other distortions (see Sturgess 1993). We suggest that a close 

look be taken at the issue of professional standards, both to binder the AlAS from 

imposing these standards on the Society, and .also to .satisfy :ntember concern that the 
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AAES take some role in the establishment and maintenance of professional standards 

within our discipline. 

• Synthesis 

The preceding observations fail to provide compelling evidence that the conduct of the 

AAES is consistent with the changing environment around it. In particulart we 

highlighted a number of concerns including the recent membership fee increases, lack 

of effective demand-enhancing schemes and absence of recognition for excellence in 

teaching and extension. In addition, the Society appears to be under pressure to adopt 

AlAS competency sta..idards, This conclusion implies that. the AAES is reacting to this 

complex environment rather passively, and has yet to develop potent strategies to 

enhance future vitality and gro\\rth. 

Performance of the AAES 

Defining perfonnance as the appraisal of how much the results of the Society's 

behaviour deviate from the best possible contribution it could make to achieving full 

employment of available professional resources, efficiency in using these resources, 

progressiveness and equity, we are now able to examine the impact of AAES structure 

and conduct on performance. Each of these criteria is considered below. 

• Full Employment 

Full employment of resources lies at the heart of all economic analyses, including this 

one. The underlying rationale is that we waste resources even more by leaving them 

idle than by using them inefficiently. We might ask whether a concentrated 

environment with high entry barriers and asymmetric information would contribute 

more to maintaining or enhancing a high and stable level of employment of professional 

resources. We have already ventured some hypotheses on this question. 

As indicated previously, Council and other office positions of the AAES have been 

captured by a small group of members, some of whom have held office for a 

significant number of years. Regardless of whether this stems from rent-seeking 

behaviour or lack of interest, we argue that it has resulted in underemployment or 

unemployment of professional resources in the Society. 

To partially offset this problem, we suggest that the Society liberalise all its offices and 

advertise all the available positions in the NEWS. Further, the Nominating Committee 

should play an active role in encouraging nominations from. members. The same 

approach shoul~ also be applied to invited Conference papers. That is, .all members 
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sht)u}d be able to compete for the limited pool of invited papers for Annual 

Conferences; an approach that is perfectly inconsistenl with the past and current 

practices of the Socicty7. 

• Efficiency 

The foremost aspect of efficiency is how resources are allocated among the various 

types of products and services produced by the Society. This is, in effec11 tlze economic 

problem of the AAES. The test comes in Um satisfaction which resources produce - as 

measured by the returns which they cam - when used in various ways. For instance, if 

State branches were dismantled ~md replaced by ad hoc federal committees comprising 

a cross section of representative members aiming at a specific task (say. promotion), 

the worth to members of the extra outpm of ad /zoe federal committees is likely to 

exceed the value of the foregone State branches. 

The inefficient usc of resources by the Society can take a number of other forms. We 

do not wru1t a State branch to be inefficiently small so that, for instance, the size of the 

audience attending its meetings is smaller than the size of the State Committee. We do 

not want the Society to carry a large margin of excess capacity at times when .other 

competing societies (say, AAANZ) are able to fully utilise their professional resources. 

Finally, we do not want inefficiency to burden members with membership fees higher 

than the minimum for .the products and services it produces. 

These flaws require detailed cost data to quantify, which may be available in the 

Business Office of the Society. We encourage the Society to undertake a study on the 

cost of products and services it provides. This study may help settle issues of concern 

such as the future of theRMAE as raised by a couple of Past Presidents. It could also 

identify areas where expenditures could be reduced so that some funds are used for 

promotion, a concern raised by another Pa.(jt President. 

• Progressiveness 

Progressiveness refers to whether the Society is adding to its stock of professional 

resources. raising the quality and variety of products and services which it makes 

available, and improving the methods with which it manages itself. The publication of 

the NEWS and Directory al.ong with fully sponsoring the RMAE, among others, 

provide evidence that the Society has attempted to meet this objective. However, 

progressiveness also implies that the Society should not be conservative in approach 

and unreceptive to new ideas, especially before they have been completely tested. 

7 In a letter to the President. followed by a number of reminders, we offered to present this paper as an 
invited paper. To our great dis~ppoinunent; we did not receive any fonnal response. 
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\Ve do not have to extensively search for evidence to suggest thatthe Society.may 

indeed be reluctant to improve the methods with which it manages itself. The case in 

point is, of course, the method ofelection of President Elect which, as indicated 

previously. was changed in 1993. To date, however, no postal ballots have been 

mailed to members seemingly bc.cause no more than one nomination has been made in 

1994 and 1995. As a matter of fact, even the process for the operation of the 

identification, screening and election of candidates for President Elect is not yet part of 

the AAES Constitution (NEWS 1994c). 

• Equity 

The argument might be made that concentration of office holders of the AAES has had a 

detrimental impact on the distribution of professional opportunities in the Society. That 

is, those members who could potentially make a contribution have been deprived of the 

chance. This has resulted in an "old boys club" perception and apathy among these 

members. Obviously, this environment cannot persist and should change. Economists 

usually leave policy toward equity to the field of taxation. In a professional Society 

such as ours, however, we favour liberalisation ac; the optimal policy to address this 

issue. 

• Synthesis 

It appears that the performance of the Society falls short of satisfying the normative 

criteria (full employment, efficiency, progressiveness and equity) suggested by 

economic theory. As it is a difficult task to comprehensively evaluate the achievements 

of the Society relative to its objectives as presented in the AAES Constitution, we 

appeal to our member survey to canvas their views on this important issue. Of those 

who responded to the question of "How well does the Society achieve its objectives?" .. 

11 per cent indicated that it does it poorly, 39 per cent satisfactorily, 27 per cent well, 

21 per cent very well and only 2 per cent excellent. This implies that there is a large 

scope to improve on the Society's performance. 

Implications for Future Directions 

The single most important conclusion emerging from this analysis is that a number of 

self-imposed supply constraints are impinging upon the performance of the Society. 

Various strategies were suggested to fundamentally alter the internal landscape of the 

AAES. We now attempt to highlight the main implications of the study for future 

directions. 
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A key implication is that tl1e conclitions for contestability are hardly present in the 

Society. To establish these conditions. we suggest that the election process for 

President Elect which was initiated in 1993 be expru1ded to include ali State 

Councillors. This implies that the Councillors should be voted in nationally. The main 

purpose of this suggestion is to eliminate the obstacles to contestability based on fulJ .. 

employment. efficiency, progressiveness and equity criteria. The Society will clearly 

benefit from having a pool of potential candidates who can respond to professional 

service opportunities by entering the national competition. 

Although survey respondents have indicated otherwise. we also suggest that all State 

branches be dismantled and replaced by national shot1-tcnn committees to take up 

specific dut.ies. Obviously local seminars or workshops can still be organised for 

members (possibly co-ordinated by universities. Departments of Agriculture or private 

companies}. One purpose for such a suggestion is to further enhance the degree of 

contestability and to fulJy libentlise the AAES. Another purpose is to rotate positions 

and let members gain the experience of professional service early in their career. 

Another main barrier to entry wa~ identified a'i asymmetry of infonnation. An effective 

vehicle to correct this market failure is the AAES NEWS. AJI positions available on the 

Council and committees to replace State branches should be advertised in the NEWS 

and nominations invited. We do not necessarily propose that all positions on the 

Council be elected. In fact, we suggest that all other officers including Secretary, 

Treasurer, Business Manager, Editors of the AJAE and the RMAE be appointed by the 

Council for a period of three years. The main aim of this suggestion is to foster 

efficiency and professionalism and to maintain continuity of service to the Society. 

The key products and services of the Society are the AJAE, RMAE and Annual 

Conferences. Membership appears to be generally satisfied with these as indicated in 

our survey. However, whether these are the optimal product mix is unclear. In 

particular, the issue of product differentiation between the two publications warrants 

further consideration. The second part of our member survey (yet to be reported) is 

meant to pursue this issue further and may prove useful in settling the apparent debate 

in the Society pertaining to the two publication policy, 

The declining demand for membership is another highly critical issue. The Society 

should reposition itself in the competitive market for professional associations. Price 

and quality appear to be important factors, but other considerations such as relevance, 

timeliness and readability of publications, a'1d the presence of substitute societies and 

products are also beginning to prove significant. L-1 this environmentt the Society has 

substanti?' ireedom of choice. The issue of promotion and public profile should be 
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addressed in this context. Similarly, the issues of competency standards and the 

emergence of new societies such as the AAANZ and .new products such as the AAR 

should be tackled within this framework. This implies that the Society should give 

some thought to the modernisation of its Constitution. A number of the objectives 

within the Constitution appear to be outdated and fail to reflect the complexities of the 

Australian agricultural economy and the Australian agricultural economics profession. 

It may well be time to upgrade tlle Society's objectives. 

Finally, with respect to apathy and disinterest of members, we suggest that membership 

may occasionally require a hurst of energy. We need to motivate and inspire members; 

not by pushing them in the right direction as control mechanisms do but by satisfying 

their basic professional needs for achievement. a sense of belonging, recognition, self

esteem. a feeling of control over their life and the ability to live up t:' their ideals. Such 

feelings touch us deeply and elicit a powerful response. This applies, in particular, to 

younger professionals and students. The student~ in our survey were unanimously 

optimistic about the continuation of their discipline. Many identified a declining 

agricultural sector as of concern to the future strength of the discipline; however, many 

others saw an optimistic side to this decline as fanners and agribusiness became more 

concerned with the economic dimension of their business in the face of growing 

international competition and domestic cost pressures. It is this optimism which should 

be focused on in any future recruitments of students to the Society. 

Concluding Comments 

As economists, we advocate competition because it decentralises and disperses power. 

Under competition, the resource allocation and income distribution problem is solved 

through the market and not through tlle conscious exercise of power by big players or 

government hands. Limiting this power is one of the oldest and most fundamental 

goals in the liberal ideology. More importantly, when the no~baniers-to-entry condition 

of competition is satisfied, individuals are free to choose limited only by their own 

talent and skill. The agenda we have attempted to develop here seeks to foster 

competition in a professional economic organisation. While seemingly inconsistent 

with the current structure of the AAES, it is most certainly consistent with the ideals of 

all members. Our hope is that this agenda will prove useful in the Society's soul 

searching for future directions. 
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Appendix 1 
A.TAE Survey Response 

Disappointed not to sec more ABARE involvement. 
In the past, n has often been late. 
It attempts to be too good and therefore culls 'non perfect' articles which could advance the 
profeSSIOn. 
Book reviews arc usually very good. Need to retain contributions from older players in the 
professiOn who tend to drop out in their 50 plus 
Both the AJAE and theRMAE suffer from difficulty in having papers that address 
"contemporary tssucs .. pubhshcd m a umcly fa.'lhion. 
I think the main problem ts JUSt that agnculture is too small a pool from whtch to draw 
paper.; 
Tunehncss 
Should publish ongmal resean:h 
Could be more current in its papers, timing etc. 
Can there be a balance between academtc theonsing and model development wJtll papers that 
agnculturaJ econmmsts outstde Umvcrsitic~ might find of interest 
A bu tugh hi'\)W for me. 
Its quahty ts gettmg better. 
Too much empha11is on absuuct mathematical economics. \Vhatcvcr happened to agriculture? 
Good academ1c publication. 
It's very mathematical but it has high standards. 
A well recognised JOUrnal not fully supponcd by members. 
Better material than the American journal and others. 
Is changing wnh the time- could be a little more rapid, but you don't want to lose readership. 
Provide a forum for the commumcation of more advanced research. 
Again, objecuves are not immediately apparent but meets objectives of providing a forum for 
academics and a high level of intellectual debate and study. 
Not sure on flbjectivcs but I guess they are OK. 
Black boxes talking to black boxes. 
There is no scope for less fonnal publications which maintain interest in the activities of the 
Societ)'. 
Keep relevance of contents to members in mind. 
AlAE used to be very good for iLfi more practical orientation than say the JAE. Presently 
looking its way. 
Too dense. Clearly directed only at econometricians. 
I don't know what they are but the substance of the activity JS not reflected m its name. 
It is good to have some things published for posterity. 
I am no fan of the AJAE. The journal is neither fish nor foul with truly leading papers, of 
which there are few, will always go to more prestigious journals. The AlAE will get the 
dregs, albeit dressed up with mathematics. 
Have not been a member for a while, but tended not to read the AlAE. The material must be 
readable for busy people and say up front why has this papcl' been written. 
Is communication meant to be with other agricultural economisLfi or with the human race? 
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Appendix 2 
RMAE Survey Response 

DlsapJ'Omtcd not to sec rnt...rc ABARE involvement. 
Good to get young contributors from conference comributed papers. 
The Rl'v1AE appears to be bcconung more academic and thcorcucal tn .ts fluvour. 
Should be revtews of ma.1or areas Q[ interest 
Nnt rcqutrcd therefore second mte papers. 
Attempts to meet mdustry reqUirements. 
Need~ to be less theorcucal. 
Could be more topical and readable. Improve the layout, the layout before 1983 was much 
be ncr 
Much Improved an recent years, wh.tlst :>t.ill mamtammg its tradiuons. 
Could 1rnprovc. Don't want too much Similarity with AJAE. 
Provtdcs a forum to commumcmc research with apphcation oncnmtton and for good revtcws. 
Not sufftctcntly dtffcrcnt from AJAE. 
Lal.:'ks proper focus • •dustbm • for reJected arttcles. 
f;rom recent expenence It took one year to rcvtew an arucle. whtch is too l<mg and doesn't 
cnthus..c one to puhhsh. 
·n1e last couple of tssues havt~ been very good. 
1 feel theRMAE 1s more accessible to a more general readcrsh)p- and so It should be. 
It'~ no wonder that companses such as Elders arc producing their own magazmes and 
cmnmssssonmg articles from agncultural cconomJst.s. II 1s no wonder the level of corporate 
sponst)rship as abysmally low. 'Ilte review pcnod ts terrible and a poor reflection on the 
Socsety 
Forum sc.cuon 1s a good idea 
One pracucal. one academic stausucal. 
Hard to understand it when it Is at such a high level. If as an economist I find it hard, non 
econonusts will similarlv find it dtfficult and even worse. 
In my work, I find RMAE a far more useful pubhcation than AJAE. Its value would be 
dnrumshcd, however, if it became an overflow for AJAE. 
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Appendix 3 
Two Publication Policy Survey Response 

My VJc\\· IS that there is a stronger case for retention of theRMAE than the AJAE. 1ltc 
Australian professton does not have sufficient people in its ranks capable of generating the 
.. cuttmg edge" material the AJAE imagines it is providing. The vast maJority of material in 
the AJAE is Irrelevant lo the Australian membership. 
One publication should be able to reflect Society contribution to the world at large. 
I could surv1ve with only the RMAE. 
If you only have one then the junk of the AJAE would be all that we get and membership will 
really be questionable. 
ll can atm at 2 different rcadcrstups ic. theRMAE should be relevant to everyone and 
concentrate on policy issues while AJAE can be for the more theoretically mindc,d individuals. 
RMAE should Ml be at the expense of AJAE. 
Provtdcd one can be more academic in orientation and the other more applied (ic RMAE). 
I am an Amcncan and sec Lhts as an AAES strength relative to AAEA. 
B1t dtfficult to dtsungmsh between the 2 perhaps- a stronger identity for RMAE would be 
useful making. it more industry based. 
May make sense to amalgamate them unless they are differentiated more than is cunently the 
ca~c 

Provtded their respecuve roles are more clearly defined. Need for both outlets. 
l\1ore effective to have them a~ a single pubhcation. Maybe AAES should look at the worth of 
a Journal such as the AlAS Agricultural Science. 
Perhaps one could be more an academic journal and one a practical journal with less rigorous 
guidelines. 
The RMAE should have a clear agenda, not an overflow for AJAE. Not a journal of last resort. 
It appears that the prime discriminating factor between the 2 journals is the empirical content 
of the article. I question the appropriateness of this distinction. 
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App(!ndix 4 
1\lembcr Suggestions to Enhance Demand 

Rclc\· Ct!! 

By ,1rov1dtng fonnns for constdemt.ion of current issues. 
More good meetings on lOptcal subjects with top speakers. 
Increase relevance of professional development· support workshops and conferences. 
Be more producuve m tcnns of promoting member interests. 
Hold '"'orkshops of relevance to non-econometric types. 
Increase relevance of published works to manngement of businesses. 
lncrcase the appc.uJ to practicing agricultuml economists as opposed to academics. 
Become relevant U.) soctety and current development-;. 
Gtvc it a more prncucttl focus rather than the current statistical trend. 
~take tt more relevant to the real world, 
l\1ake the Journal ma.tcriai more accessible to the average person, both physically and especially 
uuelleclllaUy 
Increase pracucal btas of journals and meetings. Less esoteric academja, 
Greater at~cessibHity. More emphasis on current issues less emphasts on mathematical models. 
Make research more relevant to mdustry (less esotcnc). Make activities more topical and relevant 
By encour.tgmg non~clas~acal econonucs contribuuon m journals and conferences. 
Broaden the scope of agncultural econom1cs • stop sncenng at the more apphed workers. Write 
readable artlclcs in your JOUrnals. 
In the circles I mix· mainly fann management and environmental economics- Society is not well 
known. probably due to tts cuy focus 
Maybe offer benefits to people not agricultural economtsts themselves but involved in agriculture. 
Perhaps the annual conference is now too cluttered. Spec.ialiscd focus, but this does create 
difficulues in a voluntary organisation. 
Better address needs of members- focus. 
Become more accessible to practiuoners rather than simply academics. 
Apart from the annual conference, pro\·tde something thma non-academic staffer has some interest 
ln. 

Make it more relevant to business community and those of the profession in private industry. 
Increase relevance. Updat.ing the knowledge of agncultural economists in the workforce. 
Ensure acttviues and papers are pracucal and relevant to cun·cnt and future issues and avoid status 
seeking wanks. 
Relevance. 
Makmg AAES more relevant. to membershtp. Encourage debatelcontributions to contemporary 
tssues through RMAE. 
The journal has to become more relevant and the conferences have to be more relevant. 
Get. relevant Wlth issues, rather than rewarding minuscule advances in techniques. 
RMAE should be more farm problem based. Fanner audience would increase. 
Publish a new journal like Choices of AAEA. Lift the profile of the Society. 

Promotion: 
Personal contact - more publicity for conference. More publicity at economics conferences and 
ABARE Outlook. 
More promotional publications. 
Markeung and pubhc relations. 
Need more pubhcny. 
Communication with prospective members stressing role of AAES. 
Promote its activities- become more involved at a regional level in economic forums and debate. 
Increase profile of AAES. 
We need to raise the public media profile of the AAES. Do the media ever approach the AAES for 
comment on issues, or do politicians ever seek advice from the AAES? A start would be for the 
AAES to stan issuing press releases commenting on .topical issues in agriculture and the 
environment 
Lift the public profile in media, Publish to a broader audience. Sponsor public debates on issues. 
Actively encourage members to enlist colleagues- become evangelistic. 
Better promotion. 
By increasing profile at its major activities. 
Push benefits. Membership drive. 
Promotion is .the role of State branches and is not ;tn issue for me in Victoria. 
Appropriate publicity~ searching out special interests of potential members. 
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Have Federal council more politically active ie lobby governments on agticuitural economics 
tssues. rmse profile. 
Conduct annual awareness drives at maJOr institutions at a branch level te mail out~ etc. Sponsor 
brnnch teams m corporate sporting events (cg nntrathons, fun runs etc.). Prc,wtdc sodcty goods 
such as t~slurts., tics. etc. ru)d devise u better logo (cmupcuuon'!). 
Promotton nod marketing. 

Brondcn Scope (lndude Resources): 
App<.~at Include natural resource issues and management and p<,hey iss-ues. 
Broaden to a.nclude resource econonucs .. 
Greater emphasis of resource ~ononucs may auracl more nlcmbcrs. Broaden appeal • maybe 
combme wtth nuning a~ ABARE has done. 
Mnkc u more proacove m matters relnung to the professiOn and m management of Australian 
resources 
Expand scope away from trndJUonal focus of agnculture • 10 fact. l thtnk that this is already 
hnppcmng. JUdgmg by content of conference papers. 
Make it less egalttarian and open to broader diSClphnes. Chnngwg the name t.o include resources. 
Name change te branding reft">Cus - include wtdcr scope of agribusiness. 
l tlunk the time is to broaden scope of AAES. lts areas of resc.hlrce. economtcs. envm'lnmcntnl 
econonucs, regtomll development, trade. 
Pc.rhaps by broadening the nrea.s of mtercst/ involvement, but don't .lose focus. 
Ratse 1ts profile by adopting or recommending particular stands on issues wltlun the areas where 
AAES member dtsciphncs could legiumntely be expected to have a valid conmbuuon cg. landcarc, 
environmental issues affecung the Austmhan agncuhural sector. 
Expand acU"'ittes in agricultuml resources. environmental health and appeal more to current issues. 
Personal mall tnvit.:ttions to past members and new graduates. 

Student Membership: 
Be in tune wuh the needs of new graduates. 
Greater targcung. of undergraduates and provision of a newsletter indtcaung career changes. 
Talk to students. When I was a student l dtdn*t. know anythmg about u. Actually, 1 hope the 
venues for contact between members improve because 1 am beginning to doubt whether being a 
member is worthwhile. 
Student section activities at AAES conferences. 
Target Umversity students. 
More aggressive recruiting of students. 
Student membership gratis one year at graduation. 
You need to make the society appeal to younger members. Espcc~ally umve.rsny studentS and 
gmdumes. 
Promote the association amongst students and encourJge them to JOin. 
Use the alumm associations of the universities with agricultural science and agricultural economics 
degrees to trace past graduates. and send them information on Society. Thts should focus on the 
range of topics covered and quality of journals. Same could be done with economics graduates and 
members of the Australian Economics Society and subscribers to related international journals. 
Recruitment drives at end of university degree. 
Encourage. membership for students at university. 
Think of innovative ways to keep post graduates looking to AAES for relevant anicles, 
pubhcauons and perhaps seminars. 

State Branches More Active: 
Increase its activities. Various state branches organise more mee.tings, soctal activities, more 
tnteraction between members. 
Encouragement to the local branches to provide more in the way of activities ~ professional and 
social. Its at local level. that membership pressure is best exerted. 
More active state branches. 
Have dynamic br.rnches producing provocative meetings. 
Strong journals, active meetings. 
There needs to be an incre3$ed number of branch .meetings which discuss significant policy issues. 
Media could be invited. A press release.should be. issued with eachjoumal.to advertise the 
profession. 
More active branches which recognise the importance of social activities. 
By publishing goQdjournals 3f!d.organising,good seminars and conferences. 
More active branches with relevant activities. 
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Economic S\lggestions: 
Decrease the cost. Increase the quality ofjoumals and the annual conference .. 
Keep membersh1.p fees low. 
Must produce tangible incentives. Show the value of being a member- is n professional member 
better off than a professional non-member. This should be shown clearly. 
Basically there are two issues to consider. Imperfect. knowledge • do potential members know the 
AAES. its role, values etc, And 2, quality - is value offered. 
Ke.cp annual fee low or reduce it. 
Reduce Fee!> 

Change Current Mentality: 
Make sure all professional members are contacted, 
By rclaung to the interest and social positions of potential members more closely. May be seen as 
a boys club with narrow, dry ideas. 
Mtssing out on young ones- it's an old persons club .. sales push needed here. 
ldenttfy where and why membership is falling off- if its the younger ones not coming through, 
p~rhaps they see the AAES as being too traditional and staid. It may be because the AAES is not 
relevant to the needs of (potential) members. Does the soc.iety address the needs of aU potential 
members? 
Get nd of the chques and cliches. 

Others: 
Involvement in job placement Ukc AAEA. Should organise mini conferences on various topics 
throughout the year. Prizes to teachers, researchers. journalists and public figures for contribution 
to agricultural economics. 
The only untapped market is in private industry. Attntcting these people might require a business 
management journal and special sections at the annual conference. 
Private sector recruiunent. 
I don•t think increasing demand is a worthy aim per se, IJ membership is shrinking AAES has the 
choice of a smaller organisation with a tight focus or growing but maintaining the focus as l have 
suggested. l would favour the latter. 
Make sub-section of Economics Society. 
External attractions of members beyond academics and public servants. 
Perhaps reach out to non traditional audience through publications of a Choices type magazine. 
Increase the dissemination of ideas. Have noticeboard on e--mail. Issue more newsletters or even a 
magazine rather than just journals, 
Less fonnal and more topical publications on a more regular basis ie monthly. 

Hard to Categorise: 
Fly buys!!! 
Free steak knives. 
Talk to a marketing consultant, not me. 


